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Three new properties are derived. The first one relates to the distribution of
UG q GX, where the three variables are independent, G, GX have gamma distribu-
tions and U is arbitrary; the second one concerns the case where U has a beta
distribution, and the third one the case where 1rU has a beta distribution. These
properties generalize the additivity of independent gamma distributions with the
same scale parameter. Applications to Markov chains and to the stochastic equa-
 .  .tion X s in law U X q C are given. The last section shows how non-negative
relationships may be transformed into new ones on the whole line. In particular,
the limit distribution of a time series with random coefficients and Gaussian error
terms is found. Q 1998 Academic Press
Key Words: beta distribution; gamma distribution; discounted sums; Markov
chains; stochastic difference equations; time series with random coefficients.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper concerns three properties of beta and gamma distributions
and some of their consequences. The properties are derived in Section 2.
They are generalizations of the usual additivity of independent gamma
distributions with the same scale parameter. Section 3 gives applications to
 .Markov chains not all homogeneous , and defines a loop, a chain which
starts with a distribution m and returns to m after N steps. The0 0
properties of beta and gamma distributions yield explicit examples of
loops. Finally, Section 4 shows how to transform non-negative relationships
into new ones on the whole line. Applications to time series with random
coefficients are given.
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Many of the applications given have to do with the distribution of the
sums
ny1 n
X s C U ??? U , Y s C U ??? U , 1 . n k k ny1 n k 1 k
ks0 ks1
 . 4 2where U , C ; n G 0 is an i.i.d. sequence of R -valued random variables.n n
For each fixed n, X , and Y have the same distribution. The process X ;n n n
4n G 0 is Markovian and satisfies
X s U X q C , 2 .  .nq1 n n n
 .  4  4with X independent of U , C ; if Y converges almost surely, then Xn n n n n
converges in distribution to the same limit X, which satisfies
L
X s U X q C , U, C and X independent. 3 .  .  .
 .There is no general technique for solving 3 for X, given a joint distribu-
 .tion for U, C , but a number explicit examples are known, see Dufresne
 . w  .1996 and references therein Goldie and Grubel 1990 study the tails ofÈ
x  .X . The third property of Section 2 yields a new explicit example of 3 ,
where U and C are independent, U is distributed as the ratio of two beta
variables, C has a gamma distribution, and X is distributed as the ratio of
gamma and beta variables. The N-loops of Section 3 each given rise to a
 .  .new examples of 3 which is itself a 1-loop , but where U and C are
dependent.
2. NEW PROPERTIES OF BETA AND
GAMMA DISTRIBUTIONS
Notation. All variables denoted G for some a ) 0, with or withouta
.  . superscript have a G a, 1 distribution; all variables denoted B fora, b
.some a, b ) 0, with or without superscript have a b distribution. In alla, b
expressions the variables G , GX , . . . , B , BX , . . . are assumed inde-a a a , b a , b1 2 1 1 2 2
pendent. The notation ``V ; L '' stands for ``the variable V has probability
distribution L .'' If V ; L , i s 1, 2, are independent, then the distributioni i
of V q V is denoted L ) L , and the distribution of V V is denoted1 2 1 2 1 2
L ( L .1 2
 .An important though elementary property used in the sequel is
Ga Xis independent of G q G , 4 .  .X a bG q Ga b
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 .which characterizes gamma distributions Lukacs, 1955 . An immediate
consequence
b (G a q b , 1 s G a, 1 . 5 .  .  .a , b
THEOREM 1. For any a, b ) 0,
LX YUG q G s G 1 q U y 1 B , 6 .  .a b aqb a , b
where all the ¨ariables are assumed independent.
 .Proof. By the independence assumptions and property 4 , we may
multiply either sides of the identity
LY XG s G q Gaqb a b
 .by 1 q U y 1 B to obtaina, b
Y YG 1 q U y 1 B s G 1 y B q UB .  .aqb a , b aqb a , b a , b
GX UGL b aYs G qX Xaqb  /G q G G q Ga b a b
L Xs G q UG .b a
EXAMPLE 1. If U equals 0 w.p. p and the constant u w.p. q s 1 y p,
 . X  .then if the three variables are independent UG q G is G b, 1 w.p. pa b
Y w  . xand has the same distribution as G 1 q u y 1 B w.p. q. In particu-aqb a, b
lar, the affine transformation of exponential variables UG q GX has w.p.1 1
q the same distribution as G times an independent variable with a2
 .uniform distribution over the interval 1, u .
Theorem 1 yields a short proof for a generalization of Theorem 1 in
 .Dufresne 1996 .
 .THEOREM 2. A for any a, b, c, d ) 0,
LX Y XB G q G s G 1 y B B . 7 .  .a , b c d cqd b , a c , d
 .B In particular, for any a, b, c ) 0,
L LXB G q G s G B s G B . 8 .a , bqc b c bqc aqc , b aqc bqc , a
 .  .  .Proof. Equation 7 results from 6 . Let b s c q d in 7 . Then
LX XB B s B B s B 9 .b , a c , d cqd , a c , d c , aqd
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 .  .  .which yields the first identity in 8 , after substituting b, c for c, d . The
 .second identity in 9 may be justified using Mellin transforms, or else as
follows:
G GY GYcqd c cX
? s g G , G ? g .X Y Z Y Z1 cqd a 2  /G q G G q G G q Gcqd a c d c d
GYL cY Zs g G q G , G ? g . Y Z1 c d a 2  /G q Gc d
GYcs ; b .Y Z c , aqdG q G q Gc d a
 .The last identity in 8 is obtained from Mellin transforms:
G b q c q t G a q c q t G a q b q c .  .  .tE G B s ? ? .bqc aqc , b G b q c G a q c G a q b q c q t .  .  .
ts E G B . .aqc bqc , a
 .THEOREM 3. A For any a, b, c, d ) 0,
G B GXL La a , b dXq G s G q 1 y B s G 1 q B . 10 .X Yb aqb a , b aqb a , b /  /B B Gc , d c , d c
 .B In particular, for any a, b, c ) 0,
G GLa aqcXq G s . 11 .cB Bb , aqc b , a
 .  .Proof. Equations 10 follow directly from 6 , upon noting that
1 GY q GXL c d
B y 1 s B y 1 .X Ya , b a , b /  /B Gc , d c
LX Y Z 4.  .When d s a q b, B G rG s G rG , which yields 11 after reversinga, b d c a c
the roles of b and c.
L X .THEOREM 4. The unique solution X of 3 with U s B rB inde-a, c aqb, c
 .pendent of C ; G c, 1 has the same distribution as G rB . This meansa b, aqc
 . 4  .that, if U , C ; n G 1 are independent copies of U, C ,n n
GL a
C U ??? U s . k 1 k Bb , aqckG1
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 . X YProof. Multiplying 11 by B rB results ina, c aqb, c
G BX GX q GY GZ G5. q G6.Laqc a , c b a a aqb c
? s G ? ? ?Y X Zaqc 4. 5.B B G G q G Gb , a aqb , c b a c aqb
GX q GY q GZL a b cs G ? .Ya Gb
 .This may also be checked using Mellin transforms. Existence and unique-
ness of the solution follow from
E log U s E log B y E log BXa , c aqb , c
G Gc cs E log 1 q y log 1 q - 0.X Y X /  /G q G Ga b a
3. APPLICATIONS TO POSITIVE MARKOV CHAINS
AND LOOPS
In this paper, the Mellin transform of a probability distribution m, when
it exists, is defined as the mapping
t ª x tm dx . .H
R
This is the form seen most often in probability, although in analysis ``x t '' is
ty1  .usually replaced with ``x ''; compare Davies 1985 and Chamayou and
 .Letac 1991 . Our results only require t g R, though the general theory of
Mellin transforms is formulated for complex arguments.
Notation. The distribution with Mellin transform
G a q t ??? G a q t G b ??? G b .  . .  .1 p 1 q
=
G a ??? G a G b q t ??? G b q t .  .  .  .1 p 1 q
G c y t ??? G c y t G d ??? G d .  .  .  .1 r 1 s
= =
G c ??? G c G d y t ??? G d y t .  .  .  .1 r 1 s
 .if it exists will be denoted
a ??? a c ??? c1 p 1 r
. 12 .b ??? b d ??? d /1 q 1 s
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When there are no c's or d's this is abbreviated as follows:
a ??? a a ??? a ]1 p 1 p
[ .
b ??? b b ??? b ] /  /1 q 1 q
 .The law 12 exists, for instance, if p G q, a - b , 1 F i F q, r G s,i i
c - d , 1 F i F s, in which case it is the same as the ratio of twoi i
independent variables with distributions
b ( ??? (b (G a , 1 ( ??? (G a , 1 .  .a , b ya a , b ya qq1 p1 1 1 q q q
and
b ( ??? (b (G c , 1 ( ??? (G c , 1 . .  .c , d yc c , d yc sq1 r1 1 1 s s s
Remark. The above notation simplifies the application of the proper-
ties of Section 2, as the examples below will show. There are two obvious
 .rules in using symbols 12 . The first is that the parameters which appear
``above'' and ``below'' may be cancelled, for instance if c s d then the1 2
w  .xtwo parameters may be omitted this is what happens in Eq. 5 . The
second is for the multiplication of independent variables:
X X X X
X Xa ??? a c ??? c a ??? a c ??? c1 p 1 r 1 p 1 r
( X X X X
X Xb ??? b d ??? d b ??? b d ??? d /  /1 q 1 s 1 q 1 s
X X X X
X Xa ??? a a ??? a c ??? c c ??? c1 p 1 p 1 r 1 r
s .X X X X
X Xb ??? b b ??? b d ??? d d ??? d /1 q 1 q 1 s 1 s
 .4Suppose U , C and X are independent and consider the Markovn n 0
 .chain 2 those variables induce.
 . 4DEFINITION. U , C , n s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1; m is said to be an N-loopn n 0
if
L X s m « L X s L X . .  .  .0 0 N 0
 .  .  .4Clearly Eq. 3 is the 1-loop U, C ; L X . It is also obvious that, for
 .any k s 2, 3, . . . , an N-loop becomes a kN-loop by repeating the U , C ;n n
4n s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 k y 1 times.
 . 4THEOREM 5. Suppose U , C , n s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1; m is an N-loop.n n 0
 . 4  .Let Y , V , D , n s 0, 1, . . . be independent with V , D ha¨ing the same0 n n n n
joint distribution as
V s U ??? U ,0 Ny1
D s U ??? U C q U ??? U C q ??? qU C .0 Ny1 0 1 Ny1 1 Ny1 Ny1
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Then the Marko¨ chain
Y s V Y q Dnq1 n n n
 .has stationary distribution m , that is to say L Y s m implies0 0
L
Y s VY q D , Y and V , D independent. .
 .Remark. If P U ??? U s 0 s 0, it is of course possible to define0 Ny1
ÄD s DrU ??? U and to rewrite the last equation as0 Ny1
L Ä ÄY s V Y q D , Y and V , D independent. .  .
EXAMPLE 2. Let a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b ) 0 such that a - a q b0 N 1 N n nq1 nq1
 .  .for n s 0, . . . , N y 1. Let X ; G a , 1 , C ; G a q b y a , 1 , U0 0 n nq1 nq1 n n
 .; b be independent. Then recursion 2 impliesa , bnq 1 nq1
a a q b1 1 1a q b a1 1 1X q C ; , X ; s ,0 0 1 /  / /a q b] ]1 1
a a q b2 2 2a q b a2 2 2X q C ; , X ; s1 1 2 /  / /a q b] ]2 2
 .  .and so, X ; G a , 1 for all n s 0, . . . , N. If a s a , then U , C ,n n N 0 n n
 .4n s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1; G a , 1 is an N-loop. In this case the variable V of0
Theorem 5 has a b ( ??? (b distribution, which simplifies toa , b a , b1 1 N N
b if we furthermore have a s a q b , n s 1, . . . , N y 1.a , a qb nq1 n n1 N N
 4  4EXAMPLE 3. Let a ; n G 0 and b ; n G 0 be strictly positive num-n n
bers, with a - b F b , a F b y a for all n G 0. Assume the inde-n n nq1 nq1 n n
 . 4pendent variables X , U , C ; n s 0, 1, . . . have distributions0 n n
a a b0 nq1 nX ; , yU ; , C ' y1.0 n n /  /b b y a b0 n n nq1
an .Then X ; for n G 0. A loop is possible only if b ' b, which meansbn nn
 .that yU is a single beta variable not the product of two , and if a s an N 0
 .for some N G 1. When N s 1 we get an explicit solution of 3 due to
 .Letac 1986 :
a aX ; , yU ; , C ' y1. /  /b b y a
This example is not far removed from the problem considered by Chamayou
 .1996 , which is to find the stationary distribution of the Markov chain
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 .X s U 1 y X , where X is independent of U ; b (b . Nonq1 n n n n a, 1 a, 1
explicit result has been found in that case.
 4  4EXAMPLE 4. Let a ; n G 0 and b ; n G 0 be strictly positive num-n n
bers, with b F b for all n G 0. Assume the independent variables X ,nq1 n 0
 . 4U , C ; n s 0, 1, . . . have distributionsn n
a a q b bnq1 n n nq1a b0 0X ; , U ; , C ' 1.0 n n /  /] b] ] n
From the trivial identity
] ba b )d s1 /  /] ] ] a q b
a bn n .  .where d is the Dirac measure at the point 1 we get X ; for1 n ] ]
n G 0. A loop is possible only if b ' b, in which case both X and Un n n
have a ``beta distribution of the second kind'' i.e., the same law as the
.ratio of two independent gamma variables :
a b a a q b0 nq1 nX ; , U ; , C ' 1, 13 .0 n n /  /] ] ] ]
L  .and X s X if a s a . This loop is due to Chamayou and Letac 1991n 0 N 0
 .and Goldie 1991 .
 .  .  .Equations 8 and 11 Theorems 2 and 3 may be expressed as
a b a q c b q ccTheorem 2 B ) s , 14( )  . / /  /]a q b q c a q b q c
a b a q c bcTheorem 3 B ) s . 15( )  . / /  /]] a q b q c ] a q b
These identities lead to other examples of loops and non-homogeneous
Markov chains.
 4  4  4EXAMPLE 5. Let a ; n G 0 , b ; n G 0 and c ; n G 0 be strictlyn n n
 .positive numbers. Assume the independent variables X , U , C ; n s0 n n
40, 1, . . . have distributions
a b0 0 cnX ; , C ; ,0 n  / /a q b q c ]0 0 0
a b a q b q cnq1 nq1 n n nU ; .n  /a q c b q c a q b q cn n n n nq1 nq1 nq1
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 .Let X s U X q C . It can then be verified by induction thatnq1 n n n
a bn nX ; .n  /a q b q cn n n
If, for some N, a s a , b s b , and c s c , or if a s b , b s a ,N 0 N 0 N 0 N 0 N 0
 .  .and c s c , then L X s L X .N 0 N 0
There are various interesting special cases of this example, two of which
are described below.
EXAMPLE 6. In Example 5, if a q b q c is constant for all n then Un n n n
is the product of two independent beta variables, instead of three. If,
furthermore, b s a q c then U is just one beta variable. Thesenq1 n n n
conditions holds if a , b , c , . . . , c ) 0 are such that a ) c q ??? qc .0 0 0 N 0 1 N
 .We then define a s a y c q ??? qc , b s b q c q ??? qc andn 0 1 n n 0 0 ny1
 .s s a q b q c which does not depend on n . If the independentn n n
 . 4variables X , U , C ; n s 0, . . . , N y 1 have distributions0 n n
aa b c nq10 0 nX ; , C ; , U ;0 n n /  / a q c /s ] n n
then
a bn nX ; , n F N. 16 .n  /s
 .  .If, moreover, a s b and b s a then L X s L X .N 0 N 0 N 0
EXAMPLE 7. In Example 5 it is also possible to have the U 's distributed
as a single beta variable by letting a q b q c be constant and arrangingn n n
for a s b q c , instead of b s a q c . Here is an example: letnq1 n n nq1 n n
b , b , c , c ) 0, s s b q b q c q c , and suppose X , U , C , U , C are0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
independent variables with distributions
b q c b c1 1 0 nX ; , C ; , n s 0, 1,0 n /  /s ]
b b1 0U ; , U ; .0 1 /  /b q c q c b q c q c1 0 1 0 0 1
Here the parameters a , a of Example 5 are replaced with b q c ,0 1 1 1
.b q c , respectively. Then0 0
b q c q c b q c1 0 1 0 0X q C ; ,0 0  /s
b b q c b q c b q c q c1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1X ; , X q C ;1 1 1 /  /s s
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 .  .  .and L X s L X . It is possible to create other loops with N G 22 0
where the U 's are single beta variables by alternating the simplifications
a s b q c are b s a q c in Example 5.nq1 n n nq1 n n
 4  4  4EXAMPLE 8. Let a ; n G 0 , b ; n G 0 and c ; n G 0 be strictlyn n n
positive numbers, and let the following variables be independent:
a b0 0 cnX ; , C ; ,0 n  / /] a q b q c ]0 0 0
a a q b bnq1 n n nq1U ; .n  /a q c a q b q c bn n nq1 nq1 nq1 n
Then
a q c b a b0 0 0 1 1X q C ; , X ; ,0 0 1 /  /] a q b ] a q b q c0 0 1 1 1
and so on, and in general
a bn nX ; .n  /] a q b q cn n n
 .  .If a s a , b s b , and c s c for some N G 1 then L X s L X .N 0 N 0 N 0 N 0
Observe that the case N s 1 corresponds to Theorem 4, where the
distribution of U simplifies to the ratio of a beta to just one other betan
 .  4  4instead of two . For some sequences a and c this simplification isn n
 4also possible, if we can construct b so thatn
a q b s a q b q c , b ) 0 for all n.n n nq1 nq1 nq1 n
In that case we must have
b s b q a y a y c q ??? qc , .n 0 0 n 1 n
a relationship which implies that no loop is possible.
EXAMPLE 9. Examples 2]6 and 8 also yield limit distributions for some
nonhomogeneous Markov chains. For instance, consider Example 6, where
 4a and c ; n G 0 are strictly positive and such that a )  c ; the0 n 0 nG1 n
 4  4distribution of X and the sequences a and b are defined as before.0 n n
 4  .The nonhomogeneous Markov chain X ; n G 0 then has marginals 16n
and limit distribution
a y c b q c 0 n 0 n
nG1 nG0 . 0a q b q c0 0 0
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4. PROPERTIES AND MARKOV CHAINS ON THE
WHOLE LINE
Notation. All variables denoted G for some a ) 0, with our withouta
. Xsuperscript have the same distribution as G y G ; this distribution willa a
 .be called double-gamma with parameter a, and will be denoted DG a, 1 .
 .All variables denoted Z with or without superscript have a standard
1. 2. normal distribution. In all expressions the variables G , G , . . . respec-a a1 21. 2. .tively Z , Z , . . . are assumed independent.
Remark. The double-gamma distribution just introduced inherits the
additivity of gamma distributions:
L LX X Y YG q G s G q G y G q G s G , .a b a b a b aqb
 .  .  .or DG a, 1 )DG b, 1 s DG a q b, 1 . The density g of G may bea a
expressed in terms of special functions:
` ay1 2y < u < ay1 y2 y< <g u s e y q u y e dyrG a .  . .Ha
0
ay1
` t 2ay1ya y < u < ay1 yt< <s 2 u e 1 q t e dtrG a .H  /< <2 u0
yaq1r2 < < ay1r22 u
< <s K u , u g R, .ay1r2’p G a .
where
1r2 yz ny1r2`p e s
ys ny1r2K z s e s 1 q ds . Hn 1 /  /2 z G n q 2 z . 02
  . < < . R n ) y1r2, arg z - p is MacDonald's function Lebedev, 1972, p.
.140 . When a is an integer this simplifies to
y< u < ny1e G n q j . ny1yj< <g u s u , n s 1, 2, . . . . . n nqjG n 2 G j q 1 G n y j .  .  .js0
17 .
 .This equation shows that the absolute values of a DG n, 1 variable is a
 .  .mixture of G 1, 1 , . . . , G n, 1 distributions, with a density equal to
 .  .2 g u 1 u .n 0, `.
  j. 4THEOREM 6. Suppose G ; j s 0, 1, . . . , n are independent of the non-aj
  j. 4negati¨ e ¨ariables V ; j s 0, 1, . . . , n , and also that
n
L0. 0.  j.  j.G V s G V . 18 .a a0 j
js1
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Then
n
L0. 0.  j.  j.’ ’G V s G V , 19 .a a0 j
js1
 j.  j. 4  4where G ; j s 0, 1, . . . , n and V ; j s 0, 1, . . . , n are independent, theaj
joint law of the V 's being unchanged.
 .  .The result also holds if the sums on the right-hand sides of 18 and 19
are infinite.
 .Proof. For n - ` we have the case of infinite sums is similar
n n
 j.  j.  j.  j. 1. n.’ ’E exp it G V s EE exp it G V V , . . . , V a aj j /  /
js1 js1
n ya j2  j.s E 1 q t V .
js1
n
2  j.  j.s E exp yt G V aj /
js1
s E exp yt 2 G0.V 0. .a0
0. 0.’s E exp itG V . /a0
 .Theorem 6 applies to Eq. 5 and to Theorems 1]3.
 .EXAMPLE 10. Equation 5 yields
b ( DG a q b , 1 s DG a, 1 . .  .’ a , b
  ..where b s L B . In particular, since b s b , this implies’ ’ ’a , b a , b a , 1 2 a, 1
b ( DG a q 1, 1 s DG a, 1 . .  .2 a , 1
If we take absolute values on both sides and let a be an integer, we get a
relationship for the product of a beta and an independent mixture of
w  .xgamma variables see Eq. 17 . For instance, the product of a b and the2, 1
 . yu .absolute value of an independent DG 2, 1 , which has density e 1 q u r2,
 .has an exponential distribution G 1, 1 .
THEOREM 7. Add to the assumptions of Theorem 5 that the non-negati¨ e
 4  4  .U are independent of the independent set C , C ; G c , 1 , and thatm n n n
 .  .  .L Y s m s L R (G a, 1 , R G 0. Then the Marko¨ chain0
W s V W q F’nq1 n n n
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’ .  .  .has stationary distribution n s L R ( DG a, 1 , that is to say L W s n0 0
implies
L ’W s V W q F , W and V , F independent, .
 .4where V , F are independent copies ofn n
L 0. 1.V , F s U ??? U , G U ??? U q G U ??? U . ’ ’ 0 Ny1 c 0 Ny1 c 1 Ny10 1
Ny1.q ??? qG U .’ /c Ny1Ny 1
n. 4  4In the last expression the two sets of ¨ariables U and G are independent.m cn
Theorem 7 applies to Examples 2 and 5]8. The following theorems are
 .related to Example 3.7 in Vervaat 1979 .
  j. 4THEOREM 8. Suppose V ; j s 0, 1, . . . , n , are non-negati¨ e and satisfy
n
L0.  j.V s V . 20 .
js1
Then
n
L0. 0.  j.  j.’ ’Z V s Z V , 21 .
js1
  j. 4   j. 4where Z ; j s 0, 1, . . . , n are independent of V ; j s 0, 1, . . . , n , the
joint law of the V 's being unchanged.
 .  .The result also holds if the sums on the right-hand sides of 20 and 21
are infinite.
THEOREM 9. Add to the assumptions of Theorem 5 that U G 0, C G 0n n
 .for n s 0, . . . , N y 1, and that L Y s m is concentrated on R . Then the0 q
Marko¨ chain
W s V W q F’nq1 n n n
’ .  .  .has stationary distribution n s L Y ( N 0, 1 , that is to say L W s n0 0
implies
L ’W s V W q F , W and V , F independent, .
 .4where V , F are independent copies ofn n
L 0. 1.V , F s U ??? U , Z U ??? U C q Z U ??? U C . ’ ’ 0 Ny1 0 Ny1 0 1 Ny1 1
Ny1.q ??? qZ U C .’ /Ny1 Ny1
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 .4  n.4In the last expression the two sets of ¨ariables U , C and Z arem m
independent.
Theorems 8 and 9 apply to Examples 2 and 4]8. In particular, we get
results on some autoregressive processes with random coefficients.
 .EXAMPLE 11. Equation 5 implies
L X0. 1. 2.Z G s B Z G q Z G’ ’ ’ ’ /a a , b a b
where all the variables are independent. Thus the time series with random
coefficients
W s U W q F , n s 0, 1, . . . ,nq1 n n n
L L1r2 1r2 .  .  .with U s B , F s Z G independent for all m, n , has limitm a, b n b
distribution
L X1. 2.W s Z G q Z G .’ ’a b
Observe that if a s b s 1r2 then this may be reexpressed as follows: if
L L1r2 1. 2. .  .  4U s B , F s Z Z independent for all m, n , then W hasm 1r2, 1r2 n n
limit distribution
L 1. 2. 3. 4.W s Z Z q Z Z .
Equivalently, this says that
`
1r2 L1. k . 2 ky1. 2 k . 1. 2.B ??? B Z Z s Z Z . . 1r2, 1r2 1r2, 1r2
ks1
w  .xEXAMPLE 12. The 1-loop in Example 4 see Eq. 13 yields the identity
LX Y Z X0. 1. 2.Z G rG s G rG Z G rG q Z’ ’ ’ /a b a aqb a b
where all the variables are independent. Thus the time series with random
coefficients and Gaussian errors
W s U W q Z , n s 0, 1, . . . ,nq1 n n n
L X 1r2 .  .  .with U s G rG , Z ; N 0, 1 independent over all m, n , hasm a aqb n
limit distribution
L X1. 2.W s Z G rG q Z .’ a b
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As a final curiosity, observe that if a s b s 1r2 then
Z 1.Z 2.L 4.W s q Z .3.Z
1 1 .2Equivalently, this says that if U ; are independent thenn ] ]
` 1. 2.Z ZL1r2 k .U ??? U Z s . . 1 k 3.Zks1
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